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RxBLU Enhancments Build 3.0.5 
 
Dispill Interface 
We are now working with Dispill to provide unit packaging options in Rxblu.  Please call an RxBLU representative to learn 
more about Dispill and its integration into RxBLU. 
 
Biometrics (Finger reading) 
RxBLU now as the capability to use biometrics as a method of gaining access to all RxBLU products rather than the exiting 
user names and passwords.   Very affordable specific hardware is required for this feature.  With this option, future 
enhancements will be made available to perform certain tasks in  
  
Non-Equivalent Drug Detection 
You may have encountered occasions where the program has detected a drug to be non-equivalent on refills.  We are now 
allowing this to occur in specific cases.   Rather than preventing the refill from being processed, a question alerting the user 
and asking for confirmation will occur.  When proceeding through this alert, an audit entry for that Rx is created for that 
prescription. 
 
Electronic Prescription Notes and Comments 
Additional notes have been added to the displayed eScript.  These notes may include insurance information and associated 
prescriber notes. 

 
 
Correction of Invalid Refills 
After an eScript refill response was processed, on specific occasions, the approved refill number was not reset resulting in 
that refill being displayed for the subsequent prescription.  This has been resolved. 
 
Exact Expiration Date 
You can now set a drug expiration date to an exact date that never changes until you change it.  Simply go into the drug 
information window and set the “Days to expire” to a number 1.  When set to 1, a date field will become visible to set.  
 

 
 
Copay Override 
While in the Adjudication window, you can now click on the Copay filed on the right side and adjust the copay due to the 
patient.  This copay will be saved to the prescription when closing the adjudication window. 
 
Preferred Item Alerts 
It was discovered that the alert displaying the question to “Change to the “Preferred Drug item” was not always displaying on 
refills.  This has been corrected.  If using the preferred option in the drug, you will begin to see more of these messages.  
Additionally, the message alerting you of a “more current NDC”, optionally can be hidden.  Please contact an RxBLU support 
rep if you want this hidden. 
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Compounding 
Considerable changes have been applied to the multi-ingredient compounding module. 
 
New Option in the FINISH field 
When filling a new, refill, or edit, you can press a letter “V” to void a prescription.  
 
Un-verify changes 
When in checking mode, prior versions allow you to verify an already verified prescription.   To un-verify a prescription 
requires you to use the “Right-Click” option.   This was done due to reports of pressing verify twice which would accidently 
un-verify a prescription. 
 
 
Verifying a Partial Fill 
When a prescription has already been verified and has a balance due, the program will display the following message: 
 

 
 

If you are using RxBLU POS, then the balance due is not cleared.  But a prescription audit entry is added recording 
the Rx as verifying the balance due.   If you are NOT using RxBLUPOS, then the balance due amount is cleared and 
considered fulfilled. 

 
Setting the Compliance/AutoFill Setting from the Profile 
You can now check more than one prescription to be set for compliance.  You must now check the small box before using the 
CPC profile button. 
 
 
Enhanced Drug Selection 
When filling any prescription, including new, refill, and edits, after the drug has been selected, if you press the equals sign “=” 
or press the EQU shown to the right will display all equivalent drugs in your drug file to the existing drug, including the brand 
name.  This will streamline the process to change to a different equivalent.   
 

 
 
IVR – Refill Too Soon 
When a patient calls into the IVR and request a prescription to be refill that is in the “Refill Too Soon” queue, a message will 
be shared with the patient that the prescription is already scheduled to be refill.   The request is NOT added to the IVR refill 
queue but is handled in the refill too soon queue. 
 
RPH as MD 
The “RPH” has been added to the degree selection menu in the prescriber details window. 
 
Controlled Substance Serial Numbers 
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The serial number bar code can now be scanned when prompted for this number.  For California, this number is now required 
as of January 1, 2021.   While we allow you to complete the prescription, a warning is displayed and audited if the number is 
skipped. 
 
Document Scan Reminder 
If the origin is anything but an eScript for a new prescription, the program can remind you to scan the document.  If you 
answer YES to the reminder, the scanner will begin the scan process. 
 
Quantity Written for Electronic Prescriptions 
When processing an eScript, if the Qty is changed (eg, 90 to 30), the written quantity remains at the original quantity from the 
prescriber.  Prior versions set the written quantity to match the dispensed quantity. 
 

 
 
Flu Vaccine Billing Assistance 
Additional settings related to the drug being selected during the process will automatically set the appropriate DUR settings 
(PH,MA,3N) along with a set administration incentive fee added to the gross amount due.  For this setting to take place, the 
incentive fee field needs to be set on all plans.  If you administer the vaccines, contact an RxBLU support staff to have this 
turned on.  Select the vaccine drug and go into the details of the drug.  In the ”DID” field, begin with FEE: followed by the 
amount to be sent in the claim.  (eg, FEE:20.00).    
 
 

 
 
 
 

Reports Enhancements 
 
New Refillable Report 
A new report has been created to report prescriptions that are due to be refilled.  A text message can be sent to patients 
enrolled for texting that there are prescriptions available to be refilled.  Please see report under “Prescriptions” menu, 
“Refillable Rxs”.  A phase 2 will enable the IVR to call the patient.   Future Bi-directional texting will give the patient the 
opportunity to respond via text to refill the prescription. 
 
Patient Profile Report Changes 
Options to include voided prescriptions and to include prescriber details have been added. 
 
Report Inventory Changes 
The report can show only negative inventory values and only generics 
 
End of Day 
The summary report now breaks down new and refill counts. 
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POS Enhancements 
 
Biometrics Compatibility 
Use of finger scanning to log into each register. 
 
HIPAA Alerts 
When the patient is signing for a HIPAA consent, in addition to phrases displayed to the patient, an alert to the clear is visible. 

 


